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ABSTRACT 
Home Range(?) ofthe Flat-tailed Homed Lizard Phryno.soma mcalfli 
by 
Peggy An<lerson Miller, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1999 
MajQr Professor: Dr. Edmund D. Brodie, Jr. 
Department: Biology 
Area used by male and female l'hrynosoma mcal/ii QiaUowcll) was studied in a 
population located on the Barry M. Goldwater Aerial Gunnery Range near Yuma, 
Ari7ona. AJea used by males and females 5hifted through time and did not fit lbc 
definition of borne range. Summer male and female area used W3$ not sigoificantly 
diJferent (F-2.625, df= I, p..f), l) l ). but male areas used were significantly larger for l 5-
day time periods (F"'-'9.67, J>=0.003). Males moved sigoificantly farther than females in 
24-hour time periods (F= 15.9, !>::0.0003). Males overlapped the area they occupied in 
consecutive 15-day time periods more o fle11 Uum did females. Female area used never 
overlapped within a 15-day time period. Male urea used overlapped tho~ of other males 
and remales within a IS-day time period. 
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IN1 RODUCTIOK 
Burt (1943:351) first defined the tcnn "home range• as lbe • ... area uavcn;ed by 
lhc llldividual in its oonnal activities of food gathering. mating, and in caring for young. • 
Explomtory movements outside the orca u.'led for oormal activities arc not included in the 
home ran11e definition (Bun, 1943). I lome range size is a function of the distribution of 
required resources such as food availllbility. eo,-er, nesting sites, and display areas, which 
arc unevenly distributed and structw-ally pcrui\-cd by tbe animal llome runge sil'..e will 
change through time especially if resources are temporary. Whether an animal establis.hcs 
a stationary or shifting home runge may depend on the availability of resources. As a 
resource becomes depleted in nn urea, on animal is more lilroly to shift tile arc11 used to o 
new oren to find additional resources. When llh animal continually shifts the ar'ell u~d 
through time because of depleting resources, the onimal moves in a nomadic fu.sbion and 
the area used no longer fits the definition of home range. 
Lizard home runge si7.e has been auributed to body mass (Schoener. 1971 : I umer 
ct al.. 1969), behavioral differences (Ferner. 1974), sociobiologicallilctors (Bo~11C, 1965; 
Tinkle, 1967a), food abundance (Krekorian. 1976; Schoener, 1971; Waldschmidt and 
Tracy, 1983), and metabolic role (Schoener. 1971). Differences between male and female 
home range size have been calculated for lizards (Baharav, 1975; Brown ct at, 1995; 
Burkholder and T8Jlller, 1974; Davis and Ford. 1983; Eifler and Biller, 1998; Ferner. 
1974; Fitch. 1958; Kretorian. 1976: Munger. 1984: Muth and F"!Sher. 1992; Parker, 1974; 
Rand et at. 1989; Smith, 1985; Tanner and Krogh, 1973; Turner and Medica. 1982; 
furner et al., 1978; Van Sluys, 1997; Wald.<;ehmidt and Tracy, 1983; Warrick et at, 1998) 
and other reptiles (Dumer and Gates, 1993; Fitch, 1958; Hailey, 1989; JO}les, 1996; 
Kramer, 1995; Plummet and Congdon, 1994; Weatherhead and Hoysak, 1989). An 
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animal may remain within a known area or move randomly through the environment 
(Munger, 1984). An animal that shows fidelity to, recognizes, and regularly returns to 
areas such as a nesting site, a food souree, or a basking site would show a restricted use of 
habitat and have a small home range. Movements Qf an ani!nal may also be exploratory in 
natw:e, with<)ut fidelity to any SPQt, resulting in the area used shifting through time in a 
nomadic fushion. An individual may show fidelity to a particular area for a short time, 
then shift its movements to a new area. Calculation of a single home range in this 
situation wou.ld be larger than a home range calculated after eaeh shift. Shifts may be 
correlated v.ith age, sex, and status of an individual. as well as habitat type; and population 
pressures (Mayhew, 1968). Stebbins and Robinson ( 1946) attributed shifts to 
environmental conditions such a.~ food supply, refuge ability, intraspecific pressures, and 
change in isolation. Some lizards shifted their home range when a more optimal area 
became available after the death of a lizard (Tinkle, I967a; Tihlde et al., 1962), while 
others shifted their home range from year to year. Still others were nomadic in their 
movements. Shifting of the home range or the lae~ of shift has been rePQrted tor lizards 
(Baharav, 1975; .Burkholder and Tanner, 1974; Hews, 1993; Lowe, 1954; Muogec, 1984; 
Stebbins and Robinson, 1946; Tanner and Krogh, 1973; Tinkle, 1967a; Tinkle, eta!. 1962; 
Waldschmidt and Tracy, 1983; Warrick ct a!., 1998) and other reptiles (Hailey, l 989). 
The distance moved also helps to explain area used. Distance moved for various 
timeperiods ·has been examined for li7..ards (Baharav, 1975; Dumas, 1964; Lowe, 1954; 
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Tanner and Krogh, 1973; Turner et al., 1978) and other reptiles (Dumcr and Gates, 1993; 
Hailey, 1989; Hailey and Coulson, 1996; Kramer. 1995; Plummer and Congdon, 1994; 
Weatherhead and Hoysak, 1989). 
An animal 0111y l'llstrict its movements to reduce overlap with conspecifics in the 
area (Munger, 1984). Large overlap suggests social hierarchy. and little or no overlap 
suggests territoriality (TIDkle, 1967b). Overlap of individuals has been roponod for lizards 
(Bro,~n el aL 1995; Eifler and Eifler, 1998; Ferner, J974; llews, 1993; Krekorian, 1976; 
Munger, 1984; Parker, 1974; Smith, 1985; Rand et al., 1989; Stebbins and Robinson, 
1946; Tinkle, 1967a; Turner et al., 1978; Van Sluys. 1997; Wal<lschmidt and Tracy. 1983: 
Warrick et al., 1998) and other reptiles {PillllllllCr and Congdon. 1994; Weatherhoad and 
Hoysak, 1989). 
ln order to compare results, the be!."l method to determir:le area used is the method 
that bas been used in past studies. When diiffi:rent methods are used to analyze area used 
on the same data set, the different met bods will indicate different sizes of area used and 
produce different results. The minimum-convex-polygon method is the smallest polygon 
furrned when a line is drawn around the ourennost positions where the anlmal was found 
(Kenward and Hodder, 1996), and the intel'IUII angles of the polygon do not exceed 180 
degrees (Worton, 1987). The minimum-convex-polygon method is sensitive to outliers, 
will include habitat not used by the animal, and is dependent on the sample size of the data 
set (Worton. 1995). Jenncich and Turner ( 1969) suggested a corredion fuctor for small 
numbers of position readings to correct for sample size bias. Christian and Waldschmidt 
( 1984) detccmined that animals with 16 or more recaptures did oot require Jcnnrich and 
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Turner's correction filcror. The convex-pomygoo method is the most commonly used home 
range method according to Rose ( 1982) and Kenward and Hodder ( 1996). The mioimum-
convcx·polygon meth<>dglves an estimate of the total area used in a given time. but does 
not explain how an anitnal uses the area. The utilization-distribution method helps to 
explain how an animal is using an area. Concentric line.~ are drawn around the area used 
and frequcocy is assigned to the lines indicating how often the animal wm be found within 
the line (Worton, 1987). This method works best when the animal has a nest area or an 
area that is fu:qucntly used. Worton ( 1987) stated that the minimum·t--onvex-polygon 
method and the utilization-distribution method assume stability and should not be used if 
shifis in the area used occur. lfthc data set includes a large number of position readings, 
the data should be subdivided into specific time intervals, then evaluated (Worton. 1987). 
l'be minimum-convex-polygon method was the most common method usod to evaluate 
home range in Phrynosomo literature (Baharav. 1975: Dumas, 1964; Munger, 1984: Muth 
and Hsher, 1992; Turner and Medica, 1982: Turner et al, 1978). 
I evaluated the area usage of the tlat·tailed homed lizard, Phryno.somamcallii. and 
determined if the li7.ards were using a home rllllge or shifting the area used in a nomadic 
fashion. I examined differences in area usage between males and females through the 
summer season of 1996. I also examined differences in area usage between males and 
females for 15-day time periods, differences in distance moved in a 24-hour lime period, 
and overlap of individual area used within and between sexes. 
The flat-tailed homed li7.ard was initiaUy collected by Col George A. M'Call, and 
then described and named A nota M'co/li by Edward Hallov•;eU in 1852. The lack of an 
external ear opening bas caused debate ove-r the systematic placement of the flat-tailed 
homed li1.ard within the genus Phrynosoma (Norris and Lowe, 195 I). 
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Flat-tailed homed lizards are found at "lewtions up to 500 m, but arc mostly found 
below 300 mftom southeastern California and southwestern Arizona to northeastern Baja 
California Norte and northwestern Sonora, Mexico (Funk, 1981; Johnson and Spicer, 
1985; Smith, 1946). Phrynosoma mea/Iii occupy boner, drier, and more severe habitats 
than otbcr PhrynastJma (Cowles and Oogcrt, 1944). This habitat i~ characterized by long 
periods of drought. The average rainfull is 13 em/yr. tbough some years record no rainfall. 
At least 5 to 9 months are frost free. The average summer high and low temperatures are 
in the upper 30" C and lower 20• C, respectively. Winter average high and low 
temperatures r!ll18e from abo\lt 20" C to approximately 5 • C (Johnson and Spicer, 1985). 
The habitat of the fiat-tailed homed li7$d is characterized by desen flatlands and Jow bills. 
Soil properties llllr}' from loose to llllld-paclked sand, small pebbles, and desen pavement. 
The vegetation is swse with a low diversity of plant species (Rorabaugh and llohman. 
1993). 
Snout-vent lcn~,>th (SVL) of adult P. mcallii average 82 mrn and hatchling.q range 
in size between 35 mm and 38 mm (Johnson and Spicer, 1985). The flat-tailed horned 
lizard is recognized by a broad, flat body with two or three rows of lateral fringe scales, a 
flattened tail. and no external ear openings. The occipital horns arc long and slender, and 
do 1101 meet at the base of the head (Bryant, 1911; Funk, 198J; Smith, 1946). The dorsal 
color varies berween gray, white, and shades of brown (Funk, 1981; Smith, 1946), 
creating cryptic coloration which mntchcs tbe substrate. A narrow dark stripe runs from 
bl:ad to tail sepan~ung bro~n ~l'> wnh pale centers {Bryallt. 1911; l'unk. 1981, Snuth. 
1946). I he abdomen lli white w1th a pro1111ncnt umbilical scar {Funk. 1981) llnlargcd 
J>O" llllll scales on males are the onl) external difference bel,.;een males and femalell 
( Rl)'111lt , 19 II ) 
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Literature coor:c~ information regarding P mrollii includes bistoricallocaliti.:s 
(Johnson and S(MccT, 19115; Klauber. 1932: MoSIIUtt. 1935: Norris.. 1949: Ronabau~ and 
liohmwl. 1993), o~eolol), and distinauishina pbysical characteristics (BJ')ut. 1911: 
Nonil. and Lowe, 1951 ; Norris and l4~e, 1964; Presc:h. 1969; Smith. 1946), 
phyk1gcne1ic studic~ ( Montanucci, 1987). tcmpcnaruro regulation (Brattstrom, 196S. 
Cowles nnd nogcrt. 1944; llcoth, 1965; Muth and Fisher, 1992; Norris. 1949), metabolic 
rotc ond bruflllltion (Cowie~, 194 1; Mayhew, 196S), parasitism (Noni$, 1949; Smith, 
1946), prey r.clccllon (Muth and f1shcr. 1992: Norris, 1949; Smith, 1946; iUI'I'k:r and 
Medial. 1982: t umer et al ., 1978). water acquisition (Mayhew and Wright. 1971 ), 
optunal habtw (Beauchamp et at. 1998. McCal"in. 1993; Muthand FISher. 1992; 
.\.losaucr, 1935: Rorabaugh and llohman. 1991: Rorabaugh et al. 1987; Turner et al, 
1978; Wone and Rea~. 199Sb) and the amount of actual habitat available.IUld 
hab11lll k>st (Ronabau&h and ~lohman. 1993: Turner and Medica, 1982) 
Other Studlb inc:lude information regardiog rcproductiDn, a:nd sex rat10 (Ho...,ard, 
1974: Muth and FISher. 1992; Notm. 1949: rumer and Medica, 1982). heha"lllr (Noms, 
1949; Sbrr\1foo\.e, 1987; Wone and Reauchamp. 199Sa), gro"'1.b llllc (Mutb and Hshcr. 
1992), predation (Duocan et at., 1994: Funk, 1965: Muth and F"&sber, 1992; Turner and 
Medica. 1982), survival nate (Muth and Fisher. 1992), and population sae anc.l dcll.)JI)' 
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(Muthand Fisher. 1992;Tumtrand MediCa, 1982). Rorabaughetal (1987)com:lolod 
the abundance of P tnC<JIIu to the ¥.~em '¥.bipcail (Cnortidophorus lifVis} and han.'Ner 
lilts ( Vrromt\\tJr ~rganJ~/). I umcr and Medica (1982) correlated abundance of P. 
nrw/11/to pen:nnial di,er.lly and n:lah\e abundance ofbarvester 8!llS. I umcr ct el 
( 1978) con-elated abundance of P. mctJ!Iilto the diversity ofamuC!k, the cli\~1ty of 
pcrciWiials. and the oomber of acti\c har. 't1lcr lilt nests. 
A oat count ~rvey technque Wlb de\ eloped amd used 10 monitor the IW· tadcd 
homed lintd (Rorabaugh. 1994; I umer 1\00 Medica. 1982; Tl1rllll:r et al. 1978: \\ooc and 
lkouchwnp, 1995h; Wright, 1993 ). Scat size and production were verified (Muth and 
Fisher, 1992; RornbmJgh, 1994) Surveys in California (McCalviD. 1993; Muth and 
lofishcr, 1992; Turner and Medica, 1982; Turner et al., 1978; Turner et al, 1980; Wonc 
and Beauchamp, 1995b) w1d in Ari74lntt (IICidges, 1995; Rorabaugh et aJ .. 1987) rc.~ulted 
in SC\ei'IIIITIIIJlll&emeot strategies (Bolster and Nicol, 1989; Bureau of Land Management 
California IA-scrt Di<tnct Fl Centro Resoun:e Area. 1990). 
Su~Tl~T8r'ic:-; of the lileratu.n: co~rmna Oat-tailed horned lizards "-a-e ~ted b) 
PWib and Parker ( 1975). funl ( 1981 ), Johnson and Spicer (1985), Bolster and Niwl 
( 1989). and Hodges ( 1995). 
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MLI HODS 
The t.~udy SJtc \\b located in the Sonoran desert, soutbeast of Yuma. Aru.ona, oo 
the 8any M. Goldwater Ac:rial Gunnel} Range (UTM liS 740000 3597000) No 
measurable precipitation ICU durin& tho: !IU1llln!t ~o of 1996. Tbl: babiw .,.~ lairl) 
uniform. The soib oolbisled of flllll sand. .,. ith patches of line gnvd to small cobNcs 
tpartJcle size (own) 0.06 > sand < 2; Kf*'~~ 2 >fine< 6, 6> medium < 20. 20 > ooane < 
60; 60 > cobble < 200, West, 1991) mtcrspcrscd \\ith animal burrow systems. Do11111W1t 
vc~:etatlon consisted of creosote bush (l..urrea tridenlata), white bur sage (Amhro~lu 
clumu.1u), biggwlcta 11rru.s (1/ifarla riKida), annual grass (Sr:hismus barbatr~r). and desert 
buckwhcnt (Erlogonumfasclcuf(ltum). Only a few species of annuals and low numbers of 
lho:.u nnnuols were found in Cllrly M11y. 
flal-laik:d homed Ul.lllds ~o~~crc found m seven areas adjacent to a 6.5 k stretch of 
road. Most l.i:t..anls \\Crc found b)' foiJo.,.ma theD' trucks to lbc lizard. Others wm: found 
by v\JU4Uy spoumg the lizard 
Lil.ards \\cte brougbt beck to the lab \\here sex. plot captuzed. mass, and SVL 
wen: recorded An Avid ~1\C lntcgrsted Transponder (PIT) tag was insened under the 
skin ol the abdomen ofth.: liard and the hole was sealed with super glue. JndiYidual 
IJ.II1lbcN woc:iatcd ~Nith the PIT ta&S \\.:te w..-d to ideotif} int:lh-iduals.. Adult~ 0\.:T 
51.5 mm SVl. and 8.5 gwen: used fOr area use analysis,. JU\-=:ilcs \\l:I'C not larj:c enough 
to carry a ll'llll:>llUiltr lOr an txt ended period of time. A 2 g transmitter (Wddlite 
Materials.. Inc. SOPB 2028) "'as auachcd to adult lizards. The transmitter "'as CO\'<:rcd 
w1th llllld &om the .u-ea to l*nJ m \\tth the ILzard, and the environrnen1 The transnuuer 
wa• anaclled to the dor;um of ea.:h indi\'idual with silicon glue, and "-as rcanacbed when 
glue ~arted to puU awa). or the lillii'CI swted to shed. Tnmsmi«cr signab \\ere detected 
using a Wlldhfe Materials.lnc. lhrte-elcment folding aruemaeand TRX-IOOOS recet\l"l", 
RadiO tclcmetl) llepn I M.a} and ended 2R August1996. 
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I JlOD dUCO\'Ct}. the posrtton of telem:tered animals was est•b!i:Jied u.q a &fid 
syucm.. Grid \\vt eah~ \\ith po~ piKed every 100m. Each pole: was labeled 
wtth a lc:ner for the com:sponJma colwm (Nonh!South) and a rulll!bcr for the row 
(l::.SliWCSl). Addihonal poles were added a~ a liT.ard moved out oflbe grid ~)'l'tem and 
poles wcro not vi~lble. A compass wn~ used to obtain angles to the neaM't two IXllcs. nnd 
01011 the unslos und tho polos were n:cnrded. r..ach in<lividual was located opproxinwtcly 5 
d<lyll u week und a position rcadina \VII., recorded. 
lbc global postuon ofl:lll:h pole: in Uni,-ersal Trans"erse Mercator (U"I M) Ulll1S 
wa~ taken tu place the gnds on the landJc:ape. The UTM position readmg of the lvMd 
was calculated usn1g the 100m distance ~een the poles, the angles to the pob. nod 
the global Jl()'itioo of the poles. l'he UTM positions fOr each lizard position \\ere: entered 
into the R.Bn&e~ V computer program CKeov.lltd and Hodder.1996) for anal}"is of area 
USied . I he Coo, ex polygons ~ion .... nhin the program was used to calculale area u..~ 
and de' clop edges for dctetllllllq overlap The Overhrp analysis section within the 
program\\&) u..~ for tlelcen& area we O\c:rlap. The lnierfix measurements le!Ction \\llhin 
the proQnUn \\<'liS used to calculate the dt'<UUite mo•'Cd. 
The optimal number of postllon readings to describe a home range siz.c and if 
10 
shiftilg occurred was determined by plotting the average area used at consecutive position 
rcadhgs. LW!rds with sevm or more positiQn readings were used. J did not use lizards 
with i!wer than seven position readings to determine area used. The average cwnulative 
area 1sed was expected to level off at the optimal nwnber of position readings which 
descrbe a home rang!!" size (Rose. 19&2). lraverage cwnulative area used did not level 
otT, s.llitiog of the-area used maybe occurring. 
LW!rds (n= 14) with 45 or more position readings were used for calculotiollS of 
area I.Sed for the summer (Table I). For1y-five or more position readings were more than 
previous studies on flat-tailed homed lizards used (Muth and fis.her, 1992; Turner and 
Medica, 1982; Turner et a!., 1978) and still provided enough lizards for statistical ana.lysis. 
Tho (jlta for the area used for the summer were not normally distributed, so a log 
transformation was used on the data. Analysis of variance was used to deteiiilinc if mass, 
SVL, and tbe number of position readings were different between male and remale li7Jirds 
(Willonson, 1990). Analysis of variance was aJsn used to calculate the influence of sex. 
and plot, on area used (Wilkinson, 1990). Regression analysis was used to calculate the 
influence ofSVL, mass, and number of position readings, on area used (Wilkinson, 1990). 
A significance level of OC:=O.OS was used for nil statistical tests. 
Area used was also evaluaied using eight 15-day time periods (Table 2) to take 
into consideration shifting of the area used through time. l wanted to use the fewest 
ownber of days possible for statistical comparison to look for movement of area used. 
With smaller intervals. less than 15 days per ·time period, there were not enough position 
readings per interval for statistical analysis; wit b a larger interval, more than 15 days per 
11 
Table I. --Flat-tailed horned lizard data tor area use analysis throughout 1he 1996 summer 
seasoa 
Number of 
position Home 
Lizard id rcadinas ranse (haJ Sex Ma!i$(8) SVL(mm) 
20 61 4.28 F IL8S 62.90 
27 S2 6.13 M 17.86 74.30 
4.5 64 4.68 M 9.23 64.75 
84 66 3.09 f 9.42 63.10 
85 61 3.16 f 18.5.3 71.00 
89 45 5.85 M 12.9Q 69.20 
107 66 3.18 M 11.16 65.90 
I 10 64 0.96 M 9.72 65.10 
119 51 0.30 F 10.66 67.90 
123 47 1.81 I' 9.88 62.50 
141 54 2.06 M 9.41 (>0.90 
174 58 5.59 M 15.15 73.70 
182 47 4.27 M 13.47 74.50 
199 47 1.38 F 14.87 73.30 
Table 2.--lnclusive dates for 15-dav time periods. 
Time 
period 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Dates 
I May-l5May 
16 May - 30 May 
31 May- 14 June 
15 June- 29 June 
30 June - 14 July 
15 July - 29 July 
30 July- 13 August 
14 August - 28 August 
Area lnclut;ivedates 
ABGRID 9 Apr-IS Aug 
CLINE 14 Apr- 7 Jul 
ABGRlD 25 Apr- 8 AUg 
ABGRIO 6May-26 Aug 
MAC 8 May- 9 Aug 
CLINE 29 May- 3.Aug 
CLINE 23 May - 30 Aug 
CUNE 22 May- 29 Aug 
GUNE 29 May· 19 Aug 
ABGRID 17 May- 26 Aug 
PLATY 22 May- 28 Aug 
ABGRID 30 May- 21! Aug 
ABGRID ·7 Jun- 30 Aug 
CLINE 24 Jun - 30 Aus 
time period, there were not enough time periods in the season for statistical analysis. 
Lizards wit}). six or more readings per time period were used. Li7.ard.~ with fewer than sLx 
pQsition readings per time period were dropped. Six or more points provided a position 
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reading for at least 40% ofthe days within the 15-day time period. The data were log 
transformed to meet the assumption.~ of normality and-equality of variances. A model with 
a first-order autoregressive covariance structure for repeated measures through time, with 
SVL, ll)asS, se~ ti.tne, and sex-by-tin1e included in the model, was used to 'evaluate the 
influence ofSVL, mass, sex, time, and sex-by-time on area us.e<l (SASLSTA~, 1996). 
Avera$e area u..<ed was reported in least square means because the design was unbalanced 
because the san:e number of males and females WdS not found in every time period. 
Standard errors(SB) were calculated using Jog-transfurmed data, then back-transformed, 
resulting in uneven high and low standard errors. To determine an average area used for 
males and females in a general 15-day time period, fir;1 the average male a))d female area 
4-'led was deten:nineQ for each 15-day tim: ~rio4, tiKn the 11veragw lllille and !\!male 
areas used for ll!!Ch 15-day time period were averaged together. The area used 
throughout the swnmer was calculated using all the position readings for a lizard. The 15-
day time period area used was calculated using time periods with six.or more position 
readmgs. Tt.me periods '~1'th Jess than six position readings were not included. Because 
not atl points were used to calculate the 15-day area used, the area used through the 
summer season was larger than the sum of the area of the 15-da.y time periods. 
Data from individual lizards with at least one consecutive tinle period overlap with 
themselves were used to determine the percentage overlap among time periods. An index 
of the amount of overlap of one time period over the next for a lizard was calculated using 
the fonnula sqrt(P(A)*P(B)) where: P(A) = the proportion of l)verlap of area used for 
time period A on time period B, and P(B) = the proportion of overlap of area used for 
l3 
time period 13 on time period A (Mace and Waller, 1997). Zero would indicate no overlap 
and one would indicate identical overlap. An average male index and fumale index for 
eacb til;ne period overlap was calculated. 
The same li7.ards used for area used in IS~iiay time periods were used for 
measurement of distance moved per day. Distances from moriling-to-morning or evening-
to-evening of consecutive day position readings were obtained ftom Ranges V. Data were 
square root transformed .lor aliSumptions of nOrmality and equality of variance. A model 
with a fii:st-order autoregressive covariance structure for repeated measures through time, 
with SVL, mass, sex, time, and sex-by~time included in the mode~ was used tO calculate 
the djstance moved per day and the effucts ofSVL, ma<;,~, sex, time, and sex-by-time on 
the distance move({ pe.r ~ay (SAS/STAT.,, 1996). The le~t sq\lllfe mel!m of.d.i$t4nc~ 
moved per day were reported because of an unbal.anced design. 
The bow-often overlap between individuals within a time period occurred and the 
amoUilt of overlap were obtained from Ranges V. 1be n!llllber of male and fumalc lizards 
that could possibly overlap one another, and the actl!lll number o,f male and female li7..ards 
that overlapped were determined tbr each time period. Po.ssibility of overlap was defined 
a~. t)lose animals that were within the same plot. Only lizards in a given plot were 
compared to each other. It was not physically possible for lizards in different plots to 
overlap one another. The proportion of overlapping male and female lizards was 
dctennin¢i.l for each time period. An index of amount of overlap between individuals Will> 
calculated~sing the formula sqrt (PQ,1)•P(1'2)) where: P(L1) =the proportion of area use 
overlap by lizard 1 on lizard 2, and P(L:z) = the proportiou of area use overlap by lizard 2 
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on lizard I (Mace and Waller, 1997). This index represents shared use of an area within a 
time period. An index value of one indicates complete overlap and values less than one 
indicate less overlap. Because only lizards that actually overlapped w-ere used. a value of 
zero was not possible except as a result of rounding very low values. An average index 
fur males and females was calculated using tbe actual ovcrJappi:ng pairs fur each time 
period and evaluated descriptively. 
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RESULTS 
Oplimal Number of Posil'ion Reading.Y lo De/ermine a Home Range 
The average cumulative area used was plotted to determine ifthcro ls an optimal 
number of position rcadingB which describe a home range size. Area used increa.,ed with 
em:h additional reading and did not plateau (Figure I). The Jack ot'a plateau on UIC graph 
indicates that the lizards were not restricting their roovemcnt to a specific area, but rather 
were shilling their area tL<:;ed through time. 
Summer Season Area Used 
Fourteen Hat-tailed horned Lizards (six females and eight males), with a minimum 
of 45 or lllQre position reading.~. were tL~ to determine area used throughout the 
su.llUI'Xlr. Male and female flat-tailed homed lizards were similar in measured variables. 
lbe average male flat-tailed homed lizard measured 68.54 mm for the SVL, and bad a 
mass of 1236 g. whereas the average female flat· talled borood lizard SVL measured 66.78 
mm and had a mass. of 12.54 g. The average number ofposition readings was 55.5 fhr 
female lizards and 56.25 for male lizards. The number of position readings (F- 0.029, df= 
I, ?:0.867) (Table A-1), mass (F><O.OI , df.=l. P=0.924) (Table A-2), and SVL (11-"'0.431, 
df- 1 P::;().524) (Table A-3) for males and remalcs was not significantly different. The size 
of the area used throughout the summer was not significantly different between males and 
females (f~2.625, elf= I, P=O.I 3 I) (Table A-4). Eight male .llal-tailcd horood lizanis used 
a 3.55 ba n:can area throughout the summer with a 95% confidence interval between 2.07 
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Figure I.-Summer season mean area used. Flat-tailed horned lizards with seven or more 
position readings wen: used to calculate how mean area used :increased with each 
additional position reading. 
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ha and 6.08 ha, and six female flat-tailed named lizmls used a 1.77 ha mean area witb a 
95% confideDCe interval between 0.64 ha and 4.88 ha. The area used during the summer 
season using raw data was as follows: median (males 4.48 ha. females 2.45 ha), minimum 
(malt~s 0.96 ha. females OJO ha). and maximum (males 6.13 ha. females 4.28 ha). Tbe 
number ofpositionreadings (Fr{).l32, df-1, P~0.722) (Table A-5), mass oflhe li7.ard 
(F-1.826, df~t, P4J.202) (fable A-6), SVL (F-=0.679, df-1, P=<J.426) (Table A· 7), and 
plot (F=0.642, df:J, P=0.606) (Table A-8) for alllizmls combined were not significant in 
influencing the size of the area used throughout the summer. 
15-Dtzy Tim~ Period Area Used 
fn order to get a better measure of .area used, and to look 11t movement through !he 
season, the data were divided into eight 15-day periods. Forty-five flat-tailed bomcd 
lizmls (19 females and 26 males) were used to evaluate the siz.eofthe area used dwing 
15-day time periods (Table 3). Male and female lizmls used for these analyses were 
similar in number of position readings per time period, rna~, and SV L. Males had a mean 
mass of12.22 g, SVT. of67.93 mm, and 9.17 position readings per time period, and 
t·emates bad a .mean mass of 12.67 g, SVL of67.11 mrn, and 9.04 position readings per 
time period. Mass and SVL did not influence size of the area used in a 15-day time period 
(Mass, f=0.26, P=0.612; and SVL, f-().78, P-0.381) (Table A-9}. The least squares 
mean of the area used for aU lizard~ in a 15 -day time period was not significantly different 
among time periods (F=2.35, M .069) (Table A-9, Table 4, and Figure 2). The least 
squares mean of the area used by males, averaged over all time periods, was signifioantly 
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!'able 3.--The mean. median minimum. and ma.'tinmn area used (ba) for mak and 
female flat-tailed homed li.r.atds fi1r 15-day time~ usina raw data. 
Mean Median Minimum Maximum 
Time arcouscd area uscd area used area used 
~riod Sex n {hill (hnl (ba} (hal 
Female 4 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.25 
Male 7 1.14 0.28 0.06 5.63 
Female II 0.38 0.26 0.09 0.90 
2 Male 13 0 70 0.57 0.02 1.80 
Female 10 0.25 0.16 O.G2 1.08 
3 Male II 0.58 044 0.05 1.83 
Female 8 0.26 024 0.1 I 0.44 
4 Male 16 0.69 0.39 0.12 2.94 
Female 8 0.28 0.24 0.06 0.114 
5 Male 14 0.67 0.50 0.09 2.06 
Female s 0.22 0 14 O.oJ 0.61 
6 Male II I. ()(I 0.59 0.17 2.87 
Female 7 0.40 0.52 0.02 0.73 
7 Male 7 0.70 0.44 0.14 I.S9 
Female 3 0.68 080 0.16 1.09 
8 Male 6 1.01 0.81 0.16 2.63 
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Tllhlo: 4.-l.talil 'KI~ rncm~ of llaHa•lctl homed limn! area used 
!!l I 5-dar I ime pmods. 
I unc: Least squares ll1Clll 
period n ami used !hoal Lo\\SE HighSE 
I II 0205 0 156 0.168 
2 24 0.364 0.301 0.441 
l 21 0.243 0.201 0.295 
4 24 0.328 0.270 0.399 
s ::.u 0 312 0.255 0.383 
6 16 0.300 0.237 0.379 
7 14 0.339 0.266 0.434 
8 9 0654 0.479 0.893 
different from that oft he females (1' 9.67, P"'il.003) (fable A-9). The least squorcsnlCAO 
oflho area used by male lir..nrds for all time periods WIIS 0.484 ha (0.412 ha low Sl! and 
0.569 ha hlsh Sll), compared 10 lhaL of fcmulos (0.218 ha; 0.179 ha low SR und 0.265 hll 
h•ih SJ<: l'igurc 3) 
(J\a/op Among I 5-Day r,,~ Peruxh for Individual Li;md:. 
1 be atOOum of ~f-o\erlap 11100ng IS-day tll1le periods :fur eacb IUJml indiCates 
how area -., U'!Cd through time /1. smaU self-o\'t'rbp index sbows that the lizard ~ 
Wlllfli liS area usc through time. A lar"er indeJt shows that dx: li:wd is wfting It\ area 
usc, but ~~more of the area u.~ m the previous time period before mo\1118 to new 
veas. An indel< of one \I.Ould indiC&lc: the lack of 'ihifting. ~showed greater self· 
O\~lap of area ll3ed between time periods 2 and 8 ( 16 May- 28 Augu:sl) than females 
(I able: S, ftgurc 4) Males overlapped the previous time: period twice a~ much as did 
20 
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Figure 2.-Least square,; mean: SL of male and female flat-tailed homed lizard area used 
by 15-day time periods. A model with a fii'SI order auto regressive coVll.rianc:e structure 
for repeattld metlSW\!S through rime with SVL. mass. sex, time and se>. by time was used 
to evaluate area lL~d. The least squares menn for time periods did not difTer within a sex 
(F•2.35. P=0.069) Tilt: least squares mean of area used by males was significantly 
different than females (F-9.67. P<-0.003). 
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Figure 3.-Malc and female tlaHruled homed lizard lcasl squares mean SE of area us..'d 
for allu~ period• 
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Table 5.--/\verage index of male~ female flat-tailed homed lizard self-overlap by 
const:eutiYe IS-day time periods. Overlap index calculated by sqn(P(A)•P(B)) 
where P(i\) i.~ the proportion of area use overlap of time period A on time period B, 
and P(B) is the proportion of area use overlap of time periodS on time period A 
(Mace and WaDer. 1997). 
Overlapping time 
p<!riods Female (n) Female index Male (n) Male index 
l T02 4 0.37 6 0.31 
2T03 7 0.25 8 0.45 
3T0 4 6 0.33 8 0.33 
4T05 s 0.14 13 0.46 
5T06 s 0.32 11 0.45 
6TO 7 4 0.24 5 0.45 
7T08 2 0.29 5 0.49 
feriwles (Table 6). r~ocation ofthe 15-day time periods shows fbe pattern ofmovemeot 
through time. Data from lizards with four or more 15-day areas were ~xamined to 
determine how tbe lizards used space through time. All time periods did not alv..11ys 
overlap all the other time p.eriods. Some lizards shifted their 15-day time period areas 
away from tbe initial area. Other lizards moved their areas in circular or back-.and-forth 
patterns. 
Distance Moved 
22 
The same 19 female and 26 male lizards used to determine area used in the 15-day 
time periods were used to detennine distance moved per day. The average distance all 
liwds moved in a day did not differ among time periods (F=1.91, P=0.07S) (Table A-10; 
Hgure S). Males moved farther in a day than females (1'=15.9, P=0.0003) ('fable A-10). 
Movement was relatively con.~tant for eacb sex through time. Tille least squares mean 
23 
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Figure 4.--Avcrage index of male and female flat-tailed homed lizard self-overlap for 
consecutive 15-day time periods. Lizards \Vith at least one consecutive 15-day tim~ period 
overlap were used. Index = sqrt(P(A)•P(B)) where P(A) =the proportion of overlap of 
area used for time period A on time period B, and P(B) =the proportion of overlap ()f 
area used for time period Bon time period A (Mace and Waller, J 997). 
Table 6.--Average index of male and female flat-tailed horned lizard 
self-overlap. 
Female (n) Female index Male ~n) Male index 
14 0.274 21 0.422 
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distance moved by males was 57.26 mper day(low SE of53.l7 m and high SE<>f6L50 
m), compared to the least squares mean distance of 34.033 m (low SE of30.272 m and 
high SE of38.015 m) moved per day by females (Figure 6). SVL and mass did not 
influence the distance moved per day (F=0.21, P; 0.644, and F=1.82, P=0.180) (Table A-
10). 
Combined data l'or area used in a 15-day time period, overlap qf consecutive time 
periods for each lizard, and distance moved in a 24-hour period indicated tb.llt males used 
a larger area in a 15-day tirite period and moved further in a day, but w;ed more ofthe 
previous area than did females. (1emales moved a shorter distance per day, but tended to 
move away from areas previously uSed. The different movement patterns for males and 
females were not apparent with the calculation ofthe.sununer season area used. 
Overlap Within 1 5-Day Time l!eriods 
Forty lizards (24 male and 16 female), with at least one possible overlap v.ith 
another lizard were used to determine overlap between individuals. Area uSed by males 
overlapped those of other males and ot])er females in any !,,'iven time period. Femal~s did 
not overlap other females in any time period during our study (Table 7). Males 
overlapped other males 26 times through all time periods, but it was physically possible to 
overlap 144 times. Females overlapped males 35 times out of the possible 177 times in ail 
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figure 5.-Lea.~t squares mean :t SE of distance moved per 24 hours for male o.nd female 
Oat-tailed homed lilJUds dunng 15-day time periods. Lizards found on consecuti\C~ 
monuogs or consecutive evenings ~ere uS¢!1 to calculate distance mo~ed per 24 hours. A 
model with a first order auto re~ive covariance structure for repe-dted measures 
through time with SVL. mass, sex. time and se:.. by time \\-liS used to evaluate distance 
moved per 24 hourb 
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Figure 6 ··Male and ti!~Nic: ll:ll·taikd homed lizard least squares mean± SF of diStance 
mo~'ed per 24 hours for •llumc periods 
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Table 7.-The proportion and index of amount of overlap between lllil.le Oat-tailed 
homed lizards with other males and females. and females with other females for 15-day 
time periods. The index of amount of overlap wa.~ calculated by sqrt(P(L1)*P(LJ) 
where P(L1)-tbe proportion of area use O\o-.:rlap of lizard l on lizard 2, and P(LJ= the 
proportion of area u..'ic! of liJ.ard 2 on lizard I (M:~ee and Waller. 1997). Mean of index 
calculated \\<ith actual mdices o!!b:. 
Ovmap lndon 
POI,ible Obser'wd P1 UO«lion ...... ~f"lllilllllm Muunum 
Time I 
Female/Male 3 I 0.330 0.178 
Male/Male I 0 0 NA 
l·emale/Ftmale 0 NA "A NA 
rime2 
f'tmale 'Male 17 6 0.3S3 0.201 0.032 6.412 
MalciM.ale 12 2 0.167 0.170 0.142 0.198 
Female/Female 4 0 0 'II A 
rimeJ 
I emalc/Male 2 1 3 0.1 43 0.155 0.032 0,401 
Male/Malo 16 2 0.12S 0.220 0. 149 0.291 
l'emale/Fem•lc 7 0 () NA 
'!'itu< 4 
~·emalciM&lc 44 8 0.182 0.224 0.053 0.383 
MaldMalc 42 7 0.167 0.150 0.004 0.4SO 
Femaldf em ale 0 0 0 NA 
TimeS 
rem ale/Male 41 5 0.122 0.157 0.030 0.311 
Male/Male JR 5 0.132 0.095 0.011 0.258 
remale/flemale II 0 0 NA 
Time6 
Female"vfale 20 J O. ISO 0239 0.194 0.279 
M~1ale 20 7 O.JSO 0.1114 0009 0.379 
Femalclf_. 2 0 0 ~ 
rime 1 
I emalc/Male 22 4 0.182 0.396 0.332 0.479 
Male/Male 9 3 0.333 0.207 0.065 0.394 
Female/Female 7 0 0 NA 
Time 8 
Female/Male 9 5 0.556 0.275 O.o28 0.648 
Male/Male 6 0 0 NA 
Ftmaldfcmale 0 0 NA 
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the time periods. l·emales could ba\'1: O\erlapped other females 41 times through all time 
periods, but never overlapped. Tilt proportion of males overlapping other males wa~ 
similar in time periods 2 through 5 (16 May · 14 July), but increased in time periods 6 and 
7 (IS July· 13 August) (Figure 7). Males did not overlap other males in time periods I (I 
May· 15 May ) and 8 ( 14 August • 28 August) even though overlap was poss1ble (Figure 
7). The proponion of females overlapping males was similar in time periods 3 through 7 
(31 May· 13 August). but increased in periods I and 2 (I May - 30 May), and again in 
time period 8 ( 14 August- 28 August) (F1gure 7). The proportion of males merlapping 
other males was similar to the proportion of females overlapping males in time periods 3 
through 5 (31 May - 14 July)(Figure 7). l'hcre was a higher propon ion of females 
ov~r!apping m;!lc$ than males overlapping other males in time periods I and 2 (I May - 30 
May), and again in time period 8 (14 AugUSI - 211 AugUS1) (Figure 7). In time periods 6 
and 7 (IS July· 13 August) the proportion of males overlapping other male<. was higher 
than the proponion of females overlappmg males (lable 7, rJgure 7). 
A mean index of overlap was cak:u1oted for six of the eight time periods for males 
overlapping other males and all eight time periods for tbc females overlapping mnles 
(Figure 8). The mean index of overlap betw,-en individuals among time period$ was 
similar for females overlapping males with the highest index in time period 7 (30 Jut) - 13 
August) (Figure 8). The mean index of males overlapping other males was also similar 
omong time periods in which males overlapped other males. When comparing the average 
tndcx of males overlapping other malc:s and females O\-erlapping males. the index was 
higher for females overlapping malcs in live out of the six time periods (Table 7. Figure 8). 
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Figure 8.-Thc average index of overlap between fiat-tailed homed lizards for each 15-day 
ttme period. The index was calculated for males ovtrlapping oilier males, and females 
overlapping males. Females were never found overlapping other females. The index of 
amount of overlap was calculated by sqn(P(L1) 0 P(LJ) where P(L,)-thl: proportion of 
area overlap of Uwd I on lizard 2, and Jl(l"l) lht proportion of area overlup of liurd 2 
on lizard I (Mnce Wld Waller, 1997). 
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DISCUSSION 
Shift in Area Used 
Before calculating home range for an animal, it is important to know if the animal 
is remaining in a specific area or sliifting the area ~t uses through time. The home range 
size will be overstated if aU the position readings are used and the animal is shifting the 
area it uses through time. To determine if an animal is shifting the area iruses through 
time, the area used is calculated for each new position reading and plotted. I (the c-urve of 
the area used reaches a plateau, the animal will be using a specific area. If the area used 
continues to W.crease with each additioual positioo reading, then the animal is shifting its 
area u.sed. I found that the area. used by P. mcallii increased with e.ach additional position 
reading, indicating the lizards were shifting the area they u.')Cd through time and not 
restricting their movements to a specific area. The area they were using cannot be called a 
home range, because they were not limiting themselves to a specific area, but rather 
shifting -the area theY used through time in a nomadic fashion. r will continue to use the 
term home range for those studies which use the term. Muth and Fisher ( 1992) working 
in Imperial Col\itty, California, aLso found home range sir..e to increase with each additiona1 
position reading for P. mcallii, but did oot attribute the increase to shifting of area used. 
A lizard may shift its area used if food resources are depleting and the lizard must 
move on to a new area to find adequate amount$ of food. Schoener (1971) stated that 
home range siZe wa~ proportional to the maximum distance traveled for food. The 
weather was dry, with no measurable rainfall, when my study was conducted. Ant ne~"ts 
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were inconspicuous. The lack of rain full may have limited ant activity and volume, 
causing the li7..ards to shift the area used through time, rarely returning to areas previously 
used. 'rbc shifting of the area used by P. mea/Iii was nomadic in natLtre. The lizards 
appeared to wander, not Staying in any one area. 
Adult Phrynosoma platyrhinos also have been reported to shift their home range. 
Tanner and Krogh (1973) found that while some 1'. platyrhinos did not limit their home 
range to a specific area, other P. p!atyrhinos remained withill a limited area, but occurred 
at random within those. areas. Those that shifted their area usage lacked a homing trait to 
a specific center of activity, and instead used ooy available busb, bum)w, or sandy area 
(Tanner and .Krogh 1913 ) . 
Other lizards restrict theit movements to Jcnown areas. Munger ( 1984) Teported 
nonrandom movement in Phrynosoma cornu tum and Phrynosoma modes rum; some lizards 
restricted their home ranges to a particular area, while otber individuals shifted the area 
tbey used (Munger, 1984). Oaharav ( 1975) found Phrynosoma so/are stayed within a 
limited area but used exploratory movements. He thought mo\lelnt:nt depended on ant 
availability and environmcnlal homogeneity. Lowe (1954) fuund P . .to/are remained in a 
limited area. &eloporus graclosus gracilis also maintained a smaU home range and did 
not wander, but someS. graciosus gracilis shifted their center of aclivity through time 
(Stebbins and Robinson, 1946). Stebbins and Robinson (1946) thou&ht poSSible reasons 
for the shift were environmental conditions such as change in isolation, food supply, 
refuge availability, and intraspecific pressures. Uta sransburiana also had small home 
ranges which did not shift unless a lizard died and another lizard moved to take over the 
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area (Tinkle et aL. 1962). He attributed the smaU home range size to energy requirements 
and habitat productivity (Tinkle, 1967a). Waldschmidt and Tr.acy(i983) found Uta 
stansburiana shifted the geographic center ofthcir home range throughout the summer. 
Summer Season and 1 S-IJay Area Used 
The summer season area used indicates the size of an area w;ed for the summer. 
but not how it was used. The size of area used by P mccllii throughout the SWl1lneT was 
n<lt significaoliy different between males and females, and variation for both male and 
female P. mea/Iii was large. Muth and Fisher ( 1992) al'!O found male and fumalc P. 
mea/Iii home range size not to be significantly diffurent. Muth and Fisller ( 1992) used 22 
male li7&rds WKI23 female llzards with lhn:e or more po$ition •~diogs to calculate homt: 
range size, even though they thought a P. mca/lii borne range '1'1118 not fully described until 
70 position readings were obtained. In their smdy, home range size in males wa.~ I. 78 ha 
and 1.97 ha fur fumales (Muth and fisher, 1992) (Table 8). Turner and Medica (1982) 
and Turner et al (1978) reported male P. mea/Iii home range to be larger than that of 
females, but neither paper reported if the difference was statistically significant. These 
two papers were based on tbe same data set, but Turner et-al. (1978) used Jconrichand 
Turner's {1969) correction tor sample si1.e bias, and Turner and Medica ( 1982) did not. 
Five ma.lc lizards with three to seven position readings had a home range si1.e of 1.3 ha and 
three female lir..uds with three to four position readings bad a home range size ofO.S ha 
'turner and Medica ( 1982:819) did not use a correction fuctor because they stated they 
had " ... no idea of the utilization distribution exhibited by P. mcallii." ln this study 
Table 8 -Home range ~of Pllr:J. rnHoma f2l!. literature. MCP= Mmimwn-Comex-Pol~son NA not available 
A\ma&e Number of 
S\'L Average Male Female Botb position Area 
Spec:ies Method !mm2 mass II!) (n) (n) (n) ~ u5ed !hal ~e !ha! C•t.stion 
>=45 0.96to 
P. IIJCIJIIII MCP 67.45 12.18 6 (max=66) 3 . .S.S 6 13 CUITCnt ,.ud) 
>=45 0 30 to 
P. lfKa/111 MCP 67.10 12 51 8 ( rm:~: : 66) 1.77 421 CUITml Mud) 
>=6• 0.04S to 
P. mea/Iii MCP 67.45 12.18 26 (max-14) 0.484 2 916 Current stud)' 
>=6• 0.021to 
P mea/IIi MCP 67.10 12.51 19 (max= 13) 0 218 1.093 Cumnt study 
(max =NA) 
(median• I .92 +- 0.09to 
P. meal/If MCP >-65 lS.S 43 18) 0.08 13.13 (Muth and Fisher, 1992) 
2.69 +· 
P. mea/Ill MCP >~65 NA 22 >~ 19 1.2 NA (Muth nnd Fisher, 1992) 
(max=NA) 
(median • 1.78 +-
P. mea/Ill MCP >-65 NA 22 18) 0.68 NA {Muth und Fisher. 1992) 
(max=NA) 
(median~ 1.97 +-
P. mea/Ill MCP >•65 NA 23 18) 1.37 NA ~Muth and Fisher, 1992) 
Table 8 cont.--Home 1'1111&C 'IUmmar) of Ph':l.71osoma see. lilerarure. 
A\ettgC Number of 
SVL A\Cf'I£C Male Female Both position Ala 
Spec1C30 \letho<b !mtnl ,..,. <a! ~n) (n} (n} rcadi~s used (hal R..an11e lha! (',tation 
>=J o.-2to ( r umcr et aL. 
P. 111callii MCP•• NA NA 5 (max •7) 1.3 1.92 1978)••••• 
>-3 00-' to (1 umcr et at. 
P. meal/if MCP• • NA NA 6 (max=4) ~A I 40 1978)••••• 
>=] 0.50 to (Turner et al.. 
P. mcallii MCP .. NA NA 3 (max= 4) o.s .. •• I 40 19781··· .. 
>=3 0.08 to (Turner and Medica, 
P mco/lri MCP• .. NA 11.5 s (max= 7) 0.13 0 21 1982)••••• 
>=3 0.004 to (Turner and Medica, 
P. mea/Iii MCP .. • NA 17.S 4 (max= 4) o.os 0.13 1982) ..... 
P. douglas.~/ NA Adult NA 16 NA 0.076 NA 
P. p/otyrlrinos NA Adult NA 21 NA 0. 12 NA (Dumas, 1964) 
Table 8 cont.-Home I'!Jiie S\11'111!11!) of Ph?no:soma spp litennure. 
Average Number of 
SVL Average Male Female Both position Area 
Species Methods (mm) mass (B) (n) (n) (n) readings used (ha) Range (hal Citation 
>•8 0.008 to 
P. rornldll, F.~ 8219 NA 10 (m:L't = 38) 24 7.28 (\f~er. 1984) 
>=II 0.047to 
P. rorn11twrr lllipsc 92 23 NA 13 (ma.'t .. 38) 1.38 3.99 (Mqer. 1984) 
>= 10 0.02 to 
P. modestum Ellipse 4967 NA IS (max - 28) 0.41 1.65 (Munger. 1984) 
>=7 0.02to 
P modtstum Ellipse .53.63 NA II (Dl3X- 36) 0.14 0.26 (Munger. 1984) 
~iinimal >=4 0.015 to 
P. so/are Polygon Adult NA 4 (max • II ) 0.02 0.023 (Bahnrav, 1975) 
Minimal 
P. so/are Polyijon Adult NA 10 0.01 (I)Uh!U'OV, 1975) 
• Area used In IS day time periods 
• • Home range corrected with ~ample size bias 
• • • No sample size correcuon applied 
• • • • Dropped 3 home rangeuhat had all the poSition readings in a line 
• • • • • Same data set 
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five male lW!rds with three to seven posit ion readings bad a home nmge size of0.13 ha 
and four female lizards with three Lo four position readings bad a home nmge ~i7,e ofO.OS 
lla. 1 used six male lizards and cigl\t Jernale lizards with 45 or more poSition readings 
throughout the summer season with a higl1 of 66 position readings to determine area used, 
which was more position readings than previous studies. Thi~ averaged approximately 
five position readings a week. My data demonstrate great variation in area used between 
individual.~ and sexes of flat-tailed homed lv.ards even with a greater number of position 
readings. Shifting and a low number ofJl()sition readings may explain the range of values 
rcpor1cd in previous studies (fabJe 8). 
Male home range size was larger than female home range size; for 1'. cornuwm, P. 
modestum, and P. so/are, but whether thCJ:ill differences were significant was not reported. 
Munger (1984) calculated the home range si1.e for 1'. cornutum using an ellipse method 
for I 0 males with eight to 38 position readings to be 2.4 ba and for 13 females with II to 
38 position readings to be 1.38 ba. He also ealculated the home range size on IS 
male P. modestum with I 0 to 28 position readings to be 0.41 ba and 11 females with 
seven to 36 position readings to be 0.14 lla (Munger, 1984). Baharav ( 1975), using a 
minimal-polygon method on fuur mule P. so/are with four to 11 position readings, 
calculated the home range size to be 0.02 ha and 0.01 ha for one female with 10 position 
reading$. Mutb and fisher ( 1992), Turner and Medica ( 1982), Munger ( 1984 ), and 
Baharav ( 1975) all stared the home range size was an underestimate of the acrual borne 
range the lizard used. Other lizards where male and female adult home range size were 
not significantly diffi:rent include J)/psosaunL\' dorsalfs (Krekorian, 1976) and Sceloporuf 
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occidJmta/is (Davis and Ford, 1983). Ad1lllt male area usage was larger than adult female 
area usage for Uta stonsburiana, Scelopo,..us rmdulatus erythrocheilu.\~ Sceloporus 
graciosus w-aciosus, and Podarci.~ murct/1,1-. Brown ct a!. (1995) found home range si1.e 
for male Podarcis mura/is to be significantly larger than that of females. Tinkle et aL 
( 1962) and Parker (1974) found male Uta stansburiana home range size to he 
llpproximately 3 times larger than female !:!orne range size. The exception was 
Waldschmidt and Tracy (1983) wbk:h found male and female Uta .vtanshuriuna home 
range si7.e not to be significantly d.itferent. Burkholder and TBilllCf' (1974) fuund male 
Sceloporus gracio~'Us gracio.rus horne raJ1Ge to be 24.9"/o larger than fumale home range. 
Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus male home range was 2 to 3 times larger than female 
home range (FeriJer, 1974 ). Stamps ( 198 3) cited 44 studies oflizar<!$ where male home 
range size was larger than female borne 1'8.1lge size. Female home range si7.e was larger 
than ma.le home nmge size In only eight studies (Stamps, 1983). 
In comparison with area used fur tlhe summer season in my study with results from 
other srudics involving P. mca/Ui and Phrynosoma !.pp, male area used was approximately 
twice as large as the male P. mea/Iii home range size found by Muthand r:Jsber (1992), 
but the female area used was almost the same. Area ll~ed fur male$ and females in my 
study was larger than that reported for P. mea/Iii by Turnec ct a!. ( 1978; with the 
correction 13ctor) and Turner and Medica (1982; without the correction factor). I round 
male and female P. mea/Iii area used to be larger than the home range si7.e reponed for 
male and female P. modestum (Munger. 1!984) and P. so/are (Babarav, J 975). J also 
found male area used to be larger than male P. cornutum, but similar to female P. 
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Cllmufllm (Munger, 1984). l'hrynosomo doug/a.t.w (0.076 ba. u-16) and P. platyrhino.v 
(0.12 ha, o=21) home range sil..e (Dumas, 1964) was much smaller than the area used f 
found for P. mcallii. Dumas (1964) did not report differences between male and fumale 
home range size or the number of position readings tor each lizard. Ditrercnccs in habitat 
and shilling area used may explain some of the area use differences. My lizards were 
shifting the area they used tbroiJ&h time and how they were using the area did not fit the 
definition of the home range. ~studloes may also want to consider if the mQvemcnts 
of1be lizards fu the definition of home nmge. 
AUometric equations based on lizard mass or energy requirements have been used 
to predict home range size (Schoener, 1971). Using the equation HR(ha)"'{171.4W(g) 
"0.9$)/lOOOQ, TllfllC! ct al (1969) gcnera.li7.cd li7..ards l7 g would have a home range sir.e 
of about 0.25 ba. Using the average ma.~ of P. mtallii males (I 2.36 g) and females 
(12.54 g) found in my study. the predictcc:l home range size was 0.14 ha and 0.15 ba 
respectively. 1bc summer season area \lSied I found for male P. mea/Iii WllS 25 times 
larger than the predicted borne range sit.e and the fumale area used was sir.e 12 ti~ 
larger than predicted. lt seems possible that the allometric equation(Schocner, 1971) 
does not closely predict home range ~ize based on lizard mass for lizards that shift the a(ea 
they use and are nomadic. When the average area used in 15-day time periods is 
compared to the predicted values, m.ale (0.484 ha) and female P. mea/Iii (0.218 ha) area 
usage is still larger than the predicted values by 3.4 times and 1.4 times. respectively. 
Mulh and J<~ISber (1992) and Turner and Medica ( 1982) also found the home range si2e of 
their P. mcallii lizards did not fii the procllctcd home range size based on the allometric 
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equation (Schoener, 1971). ln the ease of Turner and Medica (1982), the home range was 
smaller Lban borne range predicted by the equation ofTuruer et aJ. (1969). The home 
raogc size reported by Turner and Medica (I 982) was calculated using a low number of 
position readings per lizard. Muth and Fisher (1992) thought 70 position readings were 
needed to desoribe a P. mcallii home range so the smaller than predicted home runge si7.e 
found by Turner and Medica (1982) may be a rcllection of the low number of position 
readings. The home range size of the P. mcallii in Muth and Fisher's (1992) study was 
larger than that predicted. Muth and fisher ( l992) did not determine if their P mcallii 
were shift ins the area they used. My study as wcU as Muth and Fisher's ( 1992) study aJ.c;o 
used fewer than 70 position readings to detennine home range size, but home range size 
was larger instead of sroaUer than predicted. There WllS no significant relationsbip 
between monthly estimates of Uta .vtan.vb21riana home range size and body mass 
(Waldschmidt and Tracy, 1983). ln._<;tead Waldschmidt and Tracy ( 1983) found a 
significant relationship between SVL and home range si7,e.. 
Differences among 15-day time periods for both males and females were 
considered as well as differences in male emd female usage within 15-day time periods. 
The Hrell u!1!ld in 15-&y time periods thro.ugb rime was not different fur either males or 
females. This indicates that males as well as females were using a relatively fi}(ed area 
among the 15-day time periods, but shifting those areas through time. The shifting might 
be a re:mlt of depleting fOO<d resources. Sceloporus occidental is also had no seasonal 
changes in borne range size (Davi.~ and F'ord, 1983). Waldschmidt and Tracy (1983) 
found that {lta stansburiana changed their home range through the summer. Tinkle et al. 
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(1962) and Tinkle (1967a) .attnouted the change they observed in home range size in Uta 
stansburiana to a change in population density. When time periods were combined, the 
area used by male P. mea/Iii was significantly lal'ger than the area used by female P. 
mca/lji. Even though other lizards shifted !Mir movements tbrough time, no other studies 
ofP. mea/Iii or any other lizard divided a sUllllllCr season into smaller time periods and 
compared male and female usage. 
Overlap Between 15-Day Time Periods for 
Individual LizardY and Distance Moved 
When the amount of overlap of ,consecutive 15-day time periods W!\S compared for 
individua!liza.rds, males overl$1pp¢ them.$.elv~ more ~did females and by a larger 
amount. The amount of overlap indicates how much of an area was previously u.<;ed and 
conversely how much .a lizard is shifting. The overlap index is based O!l percentage 
overlap so the differenCes in area u.<;ed have been equalized. A small overlap index 
indicates a larger amount of shift. :Males overlapped consecutive tirne periods by twice a~ 
much as did females, indicating females were shifting their area used more than males. 
Distance moved is also an indication of the differences between males and females 
shifting their area usage. The distance male and female P. mcallii moved in a 24-hour 
period did not change from one time period to another. When time periods were averaged 
together, males mpved significantly further in 24 hours than did females. Males moved an 
average of 57 m per day and females moved an average of34 m per day. Distance moved 
may be related to food availability. Males moved further than females in a 24-hour time 
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period, but females shifted their area used farther than males, each using simllar areas over 
tie summer to search for food. Turner ct al (1978) rep<>rted distance moved for!'. 
meal/if between capture points, but did not do statistical analysis on those distances. The 
distance between capture points for P, mea/Iii males ranged between I .l m to I 04. I m; 
females ranged between 1.1 m to 95.5 m. Baharav ( 1975) found Phrynosoma so/are 
moved short distances between capture points, with no correlatina between distance 
moved and time lapsed between captures. Male movement averaged twice as fur as 
females (males, 15.3 ro; -females, 7.8 m) (l.labarav. 1975). Lowe{l954) also fowld that P • 
. 1·ofare moved short distances between capture points spanning several days to several 
ycnrs. Males averaged 28.8 ro and moved further than females, which averaged 17.4 m. 
The disl!mCQ &A pdult PhrynQ.vQmp dauglq.y.vi indivi<lualmoved in a ~-year period ( 155.5 
m) and the average distance three adult P. platyrhinos individuals moved (804. 7 m) wns 
reported by Dumas (1964). but movement per day and sex of the individuals were not. 
T~ and Krogh (1973) rep<>rted the movement of a single P. platyrhino.v to be 
approximately 230 roper day. 
Overlap Within 15-Day Time Periods 
Ovedap of male and female li7.ards during 15-day time periods, or the lack of 
overlap, may tell us about territoriality, social hierarchy, reproduction, or environmental 
conditions. Extreme overlap is an indication that lizards do not form or defend territories 
(Tamx:r and Hopkins, 1972). A large amount ofoverlaj}sugge-sts social hierur<:hy, 
whereas a small amount or no overlap suggests territoriality (Tinlcle, 1967b). The degree 
of overlap between sexes may be influenced by how food is defended (Schoener, 1971 ). 
Lynn (1965) fuund no evidence of territory or social hierarchy in six species of 
Phrynosoma studied; he did not study P. mccJllii. 
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Changes in area used, and overlap through time within a species can provide 
information on reproductive biology, population density, and fuod abundance (Krekorian, 
1976). Ferner (1974) found same-sex overlap of Sceloporos undulatus erythrocheilu~ to 
increase during breeding season. Krekorian (1976) fowtd the home range of Dipsosaurus 
dorsalis increased after a ~1orm reduced food supply. 
l fuwtd males overlapping ot:her males and females, but females did oot overlap 
other females. Early and late in the sununer season, 1 found that males did. not overlap 
Qther miles, and there was an increil$e of males overlapping females. This could be an 
indication of mating periods where males were concentrating on one female. Since females 
did not overlap, males would be spread out and not in contact with each other during this 
tinte. Howard (1974) reported the ability of P. mcallii to have two clutches a year, and 
Muth and fisher (1992) and Turner et al. (1978) saw two cohorts in a year. The lack of 
Jnales overlapping other males early and late in the summer season and the possibility that 
they are concentrating on one female may support the idea of two clutches a year, but 
because no copulations were observed, further research is needed during those time 
periodS to see if that is why males were not overlapping other males. Fetner (1974) 
defined overlap as the amount of space shared by indiViduals of the same sex. He found 
that Sceloporus undulatus erythrot:heilut female home range did not overlap in the 1970 
breeding season. put did in 1969 (combined mean overlap of9.5%). Males overlapped 
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each other by a mean of 52% for the 1969 and 1970 breeding season. This is contrary to 
wbat 1 found, but male Sceloporus lizards expand<.'<! their borne ranges during breeding 
season, thus increa.~ing overlap (Ferner, 1!174), possibly to .increase the chance of 
attracting a mate. Territoriality and display beha,ior to attract a mate has not been 
reported for P. mea/Iii, and my results suggest a different social and reproductive system 
than Sceloporus. 
Envirorunental conditions and food availability have also been used to explain area 
usc overlap. I found P. mca/Jii ternales did not overlap for the 1996 summer season. 
lbere was a draught for several years before and during the 1996 season. r do not know 
ifthe lack of rainlall or a reduction of ants inAuenced females not overlapping other 
ternales. 
TUJ])(!r et al. ( 1978) wa.~ the only other study to report on overlap within and 
between !he sexes in P. mcallii. Of tbe six lizards for which bomc range was reponed, 
there was only one overlapping pair {a male and a female). 1 found P. mcallil area usage 
during 15-day time periods to overlap more between sexes than within sexes. In contrast, 
Munger (1984) found less overlap between sexes than within sexes for Phrynosoma 
comutum and Phryno.wJma modestum. 
Other lizards also are reported to overlap. Sce.loporus graciosus gracilis 
overlapped both within aod between sexes, .and adult females overlapped other females 
ITlQre often than adult males overlapped other males (Stebbins and Robinson, 1946). 
Krekorian ( 1976) reported that the home ranges of male Dipsosmuus dorsalis overlapped 
those of other males and females, but that home ranges of females did not overlap those of 
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other females. Tinlde ( 1967a) round male Uta stansburiana stejnegeri to overlap other 
males, but females seldom overlapped other females, where~ Waldschmidt and Tracy 
(1983) found a large overlap within both sexes of Uta stansburiana. Parker (1974) found 
that male Uta stanshuriana did noi overlap with other males, and females bad little to no 
overlap with other females. 'Ol!lrc was a high degree of home range overlap for J>odarcis 
muralis. but males overlapped other lllales less than females overlapped other females 
(Brown ct al., 1995). 
S:ummory 
In summary, P. mea/Iii shifted the area they used through the summer season. 
Male o:.nd fe!P!Iltl area \1..~ w1\S IJ(lt signifi.c!lntly different for the summer season, but male 
area used wns significantly different than fumale area used for I 5-day time periods. Males 
used a larger area and moved signifieaoUy further than females, but overlapped area.~ 
previously u.'!ed more often than females. Females shifted their area used through time 
more than males even though the area used in a 15-day time period was smaller. Females 
were never found to overlap other females in a 15-day time period. Males overlapped 
other males and other females. In conclusion, there were sexual diff-erences observed in 
area usc and movement patterns for male and female 1'. mcallii. 
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APPEND£X 
Table A-1. Analysis pf variance of number of position readings between male 
and female lizards using 14 lizards throughout the summer seuson. 
Variable 
Sex 
Error 
Sum-of- Mean-
squares 
1.929 
789 
DF 
1 
12 
square 
1.929 
{15.75 
F-ratio P-value 
0.029 0.867 
Table A-2. Analysis of variance of mass (g) between male and female lizards 
using 14 lizards throughout the summer season. 
Variable 
Sex 
Error 
Sum-of- Mean-
squares 
0.102 
128.596 
DF 
1 
12 
square 
0.102 
10.716 
F-ratio P-value 
0.01 0.924 
Table A-3. Analysis ofvarianceofSVL (nllll) between male and female lizards 
using 14 Ji7..ards throughout the summer season. 
Variable 
Sex 
Error 
Sum-<1f- Mean-
squares DF sq·uare 
10.625 1 10.625 
295.786 12 24.649 
F-ratio 
0.431 0.524 
Table A-4. Analysis of variance of area used (ha) between male and female. 
lizards using 14 lizards throughout the summer season. 
Variable 
Sex 
Error 
Sum-of- Mean-
squares 
0.31 
1.419 
DF 
I 
12 
OJI 
0.118 
F-ratio P-value 
2.625 0.131 
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Table A-5. Regression of number of position readings on area used using 14 
lizards throughout the sununer season. 
Variable 
.R,cgression 
Residual 
Sum-of-
0.019 
1.71 
DF 
1 
12 
Mean-
square 
0.019 
0.143 
F-ratio 
0.132 
P-value 
0.722 
Table A-6. Regression of mass (g) on area used using 14lizards throughout 
the sununer ~.a~on. 
Swn-of- Mean-
Variable squares DF sqitlllre F-ratio P-value 
Regression 0.228 1 0.228 1.826 0.202 
Residual 1.501 12 0.125 
Table A-7. Regression ofSVL (rom) on area used using 14 lizards throughout 
the summer season. 
Sum-o I~ Mean-
Variable squares DF sq.uare F-ratio P-value 
Regression 0.093 1 0.093 0.619 0.426 
Residual 1.637 12 0.136 
Table A-8. Analysis of variance of plot on area used using 14 lizards 
throughout the summer season. 
Variable 
Area 
Error 
Swn-of- Mean-
squares 
0.279 
1.45 
DF 
3 
10 
0:093 
0.145 
F-tatio P-value 
0.642 0.606 
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Table A-9. Analysis of area used using a first-order autoregressive model with sex, 
time period, sex by tin)o period, SVL, and ruass. 
Tests of fixed enecl~ 
source numdf dendf F p 
Sex I 74.5 9.67 0.003 
Time period 7 17.7 2.35 0.069 
Sex*time period 7 17.7 0.72 0.656 
SVL I 81.6 0.78 0.38 1 
Mass 1 73 0.26 0.612 
Covariance parameter estimates 
Parameter Estimate 
AR{I) 0.636 
Residual 0.972 
Tabk: A-1 0. Anlllysls or distance moved using 11 first-order autoregrel!llive 111Qdel 
with sex. time period, sex by time period, SVL. and mass. 
Tests of fixed eRects 
source numdf dendf F p 
Sex 42 15.9 0.0003 
Time period 7 111 1.91 0,075 
Sex *time period 7 Ill 1.68 0.1.21 
SVL I Ill 0.21 0.644 
Mass 1 111 1.82 0.180 
Covariance parameter estimates 
Parameter Estimate 
TONUM(SEX) 0, 124 
AR(l) 0.421 
Residual 3.721 
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